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Multi-Semicircle based Single- and Dual-Band
Narrowband Frequency Selective Surfaces
David Ferreira, Student Member, IEEE, Iñigo Cuiñas, Senior Member, IEEE, Telmo R. Fernandes, Senior
Member, IEEE and Rafael F. S. Caldeirinha, Senior Member, IEEE,
Abstract—This paper proposes two new frequency selective 
surface (FSS) designs based on specific combinations of a multiple 
number of semicircles. One of the proposed designs makes use 
of four semicircles, yielding a single band frequency response. 
The other proposed FSS design consists of a combination of eight 
semicircles arranged in a square like shape, yielding a dual-band 
frequency response. The proposed designs were simulated with 
commercial electromagnetic (EM) simulation software. Narrower 
bandwidth and better oblique incidence angular stability have 
been achieved with the single-band FSS, despite its resemblance 
with classical swastika designs. On the other hand, the dual-
band variant presents narrower bandwidths compared to clas-
sical square design, with the advantage of dual-band frequency 
selectivity, in which the upper resonance frequency can be tuned 
independently from the first one. Both band reject and band pass 
implementations of these FSS designs, were evaluated and are 
discussed in this paper. Two passive prototypes were 
assembled and measured in an anechoic chamber.
Index Terms—Frequency selective surfaces, indoor radio com-
munication, radio propagation, measurement, simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
FREQUENCY selective surfaces (FSS) have been studiedfor several years aiming the improvement of their rele-
vance on actual commercial and military applications, either
by improving on their design and performance, or by discover-
ing novel application scenarios. Radomes, beam steering, radar
cross-section (RCS) reduction, dichroic filters, interference
mitigation and wireless security, are some applications of
these spatial frequency filters [1–4]. Classical FSS unit cell
designs, such as square, ring or cross-dipoles, are used due to
their simplistic design and overall good performance. Complex
versions of these designs such as convolutions, fractals, or
even other unrelated designs, are also employed for an im-
proved frequency response, angular selectivity or other desired
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performance factors [2–12]. Usually, discrete components are 
used to switch between FSS states, in either single- or dual-
band frequency responses. In the latter, multiple FSS layers are 
used, each one for a specific resonance frequency or, simply, 
combining multiple single-band canonical designs in a single 
FSS layer [13–17].
In this paper, two relatively simple FSS designs are pro-
posed, from a combination of multiple semicircles, in the scope 
of the first author’s Ph.D program [18]. The iterative procedure 
is inspired by the narrower bandwidth of typical ring loop when 
compared to square shape designs [1]. A thorough study was 
conducted, from elementary ring shapes to four-semicircle 
designs and, subsequently, to eight-semicircle design. The 
latter yielded a dual-band frequency response. The four-
semicircle single-band FSS is obtained through the 
combination of four semi-circles with 90◦ rotation around the 
center. The dual-band eight-semicircle FSS is achieved by 
combining eight semicircles in a square like shape design. An 
initial report regarding the eight-semicircle FSS is present in 
[19], where only simulation results were presented. In this 
paper, such dual-band FSS design was further studied, with 
improvements to parametric equations, thorougher comparison 
with dual-band designs and subsequently validation with a 
physical prototype, including also design guidelines.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces 
both FSS designs, and is followed by section III, where the 
main simulation results are presented, namely the influence 
of the unit cell variables on the frequency response. Design 
guidelines are presented in IV. In section V, both proposed 
FSS designs are compared with equivalent classical designs. 
In Section VI, measurement results and analysis are presented 
for two fabricated FSS prototypes. Finally, in section VII, 
conclusions are drawn.
II. PROPOSED FSS DESIGNS
In this section, both proposed FSS designs are introduced
and their unit cell variables identified. It should be noted that
in all depicted FSS figures, the black filling/lines represent the
conducting element, e.g. copper, which is typically placed on
top of a substrate layer.
Fig. 1a depicts the proposed four-semicircle design that is 
obtained from four semicircles with 90◦ rotation around the 
center between each other, where d is the unit cell size, t is the 
line thickness, r is the radius of each semicircle and g is the 
surrounding gap. The specific design of Fig. 1a depicts a band 
reject FSS. The band pass type may be obtained from





























Fig. 1: Proposed FSS unit cell designs: a) four-semicircle
single-band; b) eight-semicircle dual-band.
the ”negative” of this design, i.e. white background becomes 
the conducting element.
Fig. 1b depicts the proposed dual-band eight-semicircle FSS, 
which is obtained from the combination of eight semicir-cles, 
in a way, resembling a square shape. Here, d represents the unit 
cell size, t the thickness of the line, r the radius of each 
semicircle, r′ the effective semicircle radius, defined herein as 
r′ = r + t/2, and g the surrounding gap. The figure also 
includes guidelines and the center of each semicircle 
(represented as red dots) to assist in the design guidelines 
presented in Section IV.
III. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
Electromagnetic simulation results to support both the char-
acterization and modeling of both proposed FSS, by means of 
CST Microwave Studio suite, is detailed in this section.
A. Four-Semicircle FSS unit cell variables
The unit cell dimensions will significantly influence the 
frequency response of FSS. In order to fully understand their 
impact of the FSS performance, particularly r, t and g, several 
simulations were carried out for the four-semicircle FSS and 
results are depicted in Fig. 2. The substrate properties for this 
and subsequent figures, unless otherwise stated, were kept 
constant at εr = 4 and 1.5 mm of substrate thickness. Horizontal 
polarization was assumed for all simulation results, with E-field 
being parallel to ZoX plane.
Fig. 2a clearly shows that, for the case of four-semicircle 
FSS (band reject), the resonant frequency of the FSS is mostly 
determined by the r dimension, since all other dimensions 
remain constant. Additionally, Fig. 2b shows the influence of 
varying t dimension on the decrease of resonant frequency of 
FSS, which is due to a slight increase of the overall size of 
the unit cell structure. Also, the FSS bandwidth (BW) seems 
to decrease as t increases.
Fig. 2c depicts the effect of varying g in the frequency re-
sponse of the FSS. Likewise in the previous two dependencies, 
g also slightly influences the resonant frequency. This also 
holds true for oblique incidence(θ). Particularly, for higher 
angles of oblique incidence, grating lobes start to appear at 
frequencies closer to the fundamental resonance when g 
becomes larger.
On par with the physical dimensions of the FSS unit cell, the 
dielectric properties of the substrate, such as relative 
permittivity (εr) and thickness, will also have an impact on the 
FSS frequency response. From a parametric analysis, it was 
concluded that for substrate with low relative permittivity 
values and very low thickness (< λ/10), equation (1), with 
variables in SI units, provides accurate results regarding FSS 
resonant frequency, with error lower than 5%. For all other 
cases, where the substrate has large thickness (> λ/5), a 
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B. Eight-Semicircle FSS unit cell variables
Likewise in Section III-A, a parametric study was performed 
to assess the impact of unit cell parameters on the eight-
semicircle FSS overall frequency response, as depicted in Fig. 
3.
Fig. 3a depicts the dependence of FSS frequency response 
for varying r parameter, where it is observable that the relation 
between first and second resonant frequencies is not exactly 
constant.
In Fig. 3b, the frequency response is evaluated for varying 
t while r is kept constant. From the results, it is observed 
that t mainly affects the second resonant frequency, which is 
explained by the change in the overall length of the conductor 
strip (here, where maximum resonance is achieved). The t 
parameter also slightly influences the bandwidth (BW) around 
the resonant frequencies, as in previous subsection.
From analysis of Fig. 3c, one may observe that there is a 
relatively small frequency offset in the first resonant frequency 
at incidence angle θ = 45◦, whereas for the second resonance, 
such behavior is more pronounced, where larger frequency 
offset, particularly for higher g values, are observed.
From the above results and analysis, the resonant frequen-
cies of this FSS have been best modeled by (2) and (3), with 
input variables in SI units. These provide accurate estimates for 
the cases where substrate has low relative permittivity values 
and very low thickness (< λ/10), with errors lower than 5%. If 
otherwise, a correction factor of 1/√εr should be applied.
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Fig. 2: Parameters influence on the four-semicircle FSS fre-
quency response: a) r parameter, with t = 1mm and g = 1mm;
b) t parameter, with r = 3mm and g = 1mm; c) g parameter
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Fig. 3: Parameters influence on the eight-semicircle FSS fre-
quency response: a) r parameter, with t = 1mm and g = 1mm;
b) t parameter, with r = 3mm and g = 1mm; c) g parameter
for θ = 0◦ and θ = 45◦, with r = 3mm and t = 1mm.
IV. DESIGN GUIDELINES
This section provides the design guidelines that may assist 
engineers in both design and optimization phases of the 
proposed FSS structures. The models proposed in (1) to (3) 
have been obtained from a detailed parametric study and
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thus are considered to be semi-empiricals based on point 
fitting through correlation with physical attributes of the FSS 
structures. The proposed models, which have been thought 
to be simple (engineering) models correlated to the physical 
attributes of the FSS designs, have been assessed against 
measurements performed on two physical prototypes, one for 
each FSS type proposed in the paper, yielding satisfactory 
results, as shown later in Section VI.
A. Initial Considerations
From the extensive parametric study, in which the corre-
lation between all dimensions of the FSS was obtained, the 
main considerations aimed at simplifying the dimensioning of 
the FSS unit cells, are summarized.
For a four-semicircle FSS unit cell:
1) the radius r has a great influence on the resonance
frequency of the FSS (as one would expect) (see Fig. 
2a);
2) the variation of t has no significant impact on the
performance on the FSS (see Fig. 2b);
3) the variation of g will have a minimal impact on the
resonant frequency offset for oblique incidence and on 
the appearance of grating lobes appearing at frequencies 
closer to the fundamental resonance when the g value is 
larger;
4) the impact of the substrate properties (i.e. εr) has been
included in the modeling of (1), in which a correction 
factor has been proposed for larger substrate thickness (> 
λ/5).
For an eight-semicircle FSS unit cell:
1) the radius r has a great influence on the first resonant
frequency of the FSS while the frequency difference 
between first and second resonant frequencies is not 
constant (see Fig. 3a);
2) the variation of t mainly affects the second resonant
frequency (see Fig. 3b), in addition to the effective 
bandwidth around the resonant frequencies (here, the 
lower the t value, the narrower the bandwidth).
B. Design Layout and Dimensioning
From Fig. 1, one may easily draw the proposed designs on a 
computer aid design (CAD) software, starting from an unit cell 
in which the parameters are set to yield a specific resonance 
frequency using (1) to (3). The center of each semicircle of the 
design is presented in relative coordinates with respect to the 
effective semicircle radius, r′.
The four-semicircle single-band FSS is obtained through the 
combination of four-semicircles with 90◦ rotation around the 
center, as depicted in Fig. 1a. On the other hand, the eight-
semicircle dual-band FSS is obtained through the combination 
of eight semicircles with alternating 270◦ and 180◦ rotation 
around the edge of each semicircle, as depicted in Fig. 1b.
The design procedure is thus a four step process, as follows:
1) for both four-semicircle and eight-semicircle designs, 
assume g = 2mm;
2) start with a small value of t (e.g. 3mm) and solve (1) and
(2) to obtain r for the first resonant frequency defined, 
respectively, for four- and eight-semicircle designs;
3) repeat step 2 by applying√ a correction factor to the
resonant frequency of 1/ εr, should a larger substrate 
thickness (> λ/5) be used;
4) (applicable only for eight-semicircle design) based on
the optimized value obtained in step 2 (or step 3, when 
applicable), solve (3) to obtain t which yields the desired 
second resonant frequency.
The overall dimensions of each unit (square) cell is given by 
(4) and (5), for four- and eight-semicircle FSS designs, respec-
tively. The number of unit cells forming the FSS structure, and 
hence the final FSS surface dimensions, will be determined by 
the required surface area to be deployed.
dfour−semicircle = 4r + 3t + 2g [m] (4)
deight−semicircle = 6r + 4t + 2g [m] (5)
V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER FSS DESIGNS
In order to provide additional validation of the four- and 
eight-semicircle FSS proposed, a benchmark was carried out 
against existing FSS designs from literature. The design 
frequency of the proposed FSS have been matched to the 
frequency of each design of the literature used for comparison, 
and, thus, further validating the proposed design guideline.
A. Single-Band comparison
Fig. 4 presents a comparison between the proposed FSS 
against square, ring and swastika designs [5–7], at normal and 
45◦ oblique incidences. In all unit cells, the same line thick-ness 
and gap dimensions, namely t = 1mm and g = 1mm, were 
assumed. The unit cell parameters were adjusted to yield 
similar frequency resonance frequency values, i.e. at around 
2.4GHz.
From analysis of Fig. 4, the four-semicircle design clearly 
shows identical rejection levels in main resonance frequency, 
despite of yielding narrower bandwidth in all cases. Similar 
behavior was also observed in the band pass type simulations. 
In particular, the proposed FSS frequency response seems to be 
less sensitive to high θ incidence angles, when compared to 
other classical designs. Table I shows -10 dB bandwidth, at 
normal incidence, for specific simulations depicted in Fig. 4, as 
well as their relative values (BW/f0). In fact, for the authors, 
the narrower bandwidth observed in this case becomes a 
desired feature, with applications found at 2.4GHz Wi-Fi band, 
while proving the necessary adjacent channel discrimination for 
e.g. neighboring 3G/4G bands. Otherwise, should an FSS 
application not require such bandwidth requirements, than 
classical designs may be appropriate.
As for the unit cell sizes, side dimensions of 32.5, 20, 32 
and 25 mm have been used for four-semicircle, square, ring 
and swastika designs, respectively. In this case, for the same
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TABLE I: Four-Semicircle FSS bandwidth compared to clas-
sical designs.





resonance frequency, the proposed four-semicircle FSS yields 
relatively higher unit cells dimensions than classical designs, 
despite being identical to the ring design. This is sought to be 
beneficial, as it will, at least, be less stringent as far as the 
manufacturing process is concerned.
B. Dual-Band comparison
The Eight-Semicircle FSS performance has been compared 
with well known dual-band designs, namely dual-square and 
dual-ring FSS [9,10]. In both cases, the design consists of 
a two single-band layouts on same unit cell, and for the 
purpose of the comparative analysis, both inner and outer 
elements have been set to identical frequencies. Similarly to 
V-A, the subsequent analysis is focused on relative bandwidth 
and oblique incidence stability.
Fig. 5 depicts the frequency response of the eight-semicircle 
FSS compared to both dual-square and dual-ring designs. Here, 
unit cells with the same line thickness and gap di-mensions, 
namely t = 1mm and g = 1mm, have been assumed. 
Additionally, the substrate properties were kept constant. The 
unit cell parameters were adjusted to yield similar frequency 
resonant values. From the analysis of the first resonant 
frequency for all cases, it is observed that the eight-semicircle 
design yields slightly narrower bandwidth and negligible 
frequency offset up to at least 45◦. Regarding the second 
resonance, at 45◦ incidence angle the eight-semicircle is subject 
to a larger frequency offset than its canonical counterparts. 
Thus, considering the latter and the narrower bandwidth nature 
of FSS, these limits its application to sce-narios requiring lower 
incidence angles. The appearance of grating lobes is present in 
all designs, despite of being more pronounced in the classical 
designs. Table II presents the - 10dB bandwidth for these 
simulations at normal incidence, as well as their relative values 
(BW/f0).
On the subject of unit cell dimensions, d values of designs
identified in Table II were: 23, 18 and 24 mm, for eight-
semicircle, dual-square and dual-ring designs, respectively.
VI. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND RESULTS
For further validation purposes, a band reject prototype for 
each proposed FSS was built and measured in a controlled 
environment, as depicted in Fig. 7. These prototypes were 
etched in a 50 by 50 cm FR4 substrate with 1.5mm in thickness 
and εr = 4.4. depicts both fabricated prototypes. A specific 
mechanical fixture was used to support the FSS prototype 
under test, measuring 1.8 by 2 m (height by width), with 
transmission mainly occurring through the center of the


































































Fig. 4: Four-Semicircle band reject FSS compared to: a) square
design; b) ring design; c) swastika design.
propagation window, measuring 42 by 42 cm. The structure is
covered with pyramidal RF absorbers and aluminum foil on
one side, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The purpose of this fixture
is to minimize contamination of results due to diffraction.
The antennas used were two identical wide-band log-periodic
dipole array antennas covering the desired frequency band and
connected to a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA).
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TABLE II: Eight-Semicircle bandwidth compared to dual-band
classical FSS designs.
FSS design Bandwidth Relative
(MHz) bandwidth (%)
Eight-Semicircle 1st resonance 600 18.5
Dual-Square 1st resonance 925 28.2
Dual-Ring 1st resonance 700 21.2
Eight-Semicircle 2nd resonance 275 3.8
Dual-Square 2nd resonance 2000 28.8
Dual-Ring 2nd resonance 1320 18.4











































Fig. 5: Eight-Semicircle band reject FSS compared to: a) dual-
square design; b) dual-ring design.
The four-semicircle FSS prototype was tuned to 2.4GHz, 
in which unit cells dimensions are presented in Table III, 
yielding in a 12 by 12 unit cell array prototype. Observing 
Fig.8a, a relatively good agreement between measurement 
and simulation is observed for normal incidence. The slight 
frequency offset may be due to irregularities in manufacturing 
stage. Results for oblique incidence measurements were also 
observed to be in relatively good agreement with simulation 
results.
Similarly, the eight-semicircle FSS prototype was tuned for 
both 2.37 and 5.29 GHz resonant frequencies, considering a 15 
by 15 unit cell array prototype, using the evaluated dimensions
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Fig. 6: Measurement setup geometry: a) top view; b) side view.
presented in Table III. Measurement results are visible in Fig. 
8b, where a relatively good agreement was also obtained. The 
rejection level of the second resonance was slightly below the 
expected levels and may be due to fabrication irregularities. 
As above mentioned, the second resonant frequency may be 
tuned by adjusting t dimension in Fig. 1b. To this extent, due 
to fabrication inaccuracies, small deviations of t may reduce 
the overall FSS rejection level at second resonance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes two new frequency selective surface
designs based on specific arrangement of a number mul-
tiple semicircles, yielding narrow bandwidth and increased
angular stability when compared to classical designs. The
four-semicircle FSS was demonstrated to have single-band
frequency response, while the eight-semicircle design yields
dual-band response. Both proposed designs offer significantly
lower relative bandwidth values, which as previously outlined
may be of considerable interest if the user has to work with
closely spaced frequency channels.
Simulations clear demonstrate the robustness of the pro-
posed FSS over canonical designs as far as oblique incidence 
angular stability is concerned. Consequently, this is a remark-
able feature of the proposed single-layer FSS, thus obviating
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 7: FSS prototypes: a) four-semicircle; b) eight-semicircle.
the need to use multilayer FSS implementations as a means 
to ensure angular stability.
Also, a simple parametric study showing the impact of the 
unit cell dimensions on the FSS resonant frequency through 
simple equations proved to be useful in early FSS design 
stages. However, the models should be refined should other 
substrate relative permittivity and thickness values be consid-
ered.
Finally, a good agreement between simulation and measured 
results for both FSS design clearly validate the proposed 
design, including the design guidelines oulined.
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